Local anesthetic-induced microscopic and mesoscopic effects in micelles. A fluorescence, spin label and SAXS study. Single angle X-ray scattering.
The interaction of the local anesthetic tetracaine (TTC) with anionic sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) and zwitterionic 3-(N-hexadecyl-N,N-dimethylammonio)propanesulfonate (HPS) micelles was investigated by fluorescence, spin labeling EPR and small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). Fluorescence pH titrations allowed the choice of adequate pHs for the EPR and SAXS experiments, where either charged or uncharged TTC would be present. The data also indicated that the anesthetic is located in a less polar environment than its charged counterpart in both micellar systems. EPR spectra evidenced that both anesthetic forms increased molecular organization within the SLS micelle, the cationic form exerting a more pronounced effect. The SAXS data showed that protonated TTC causes an increase in the SLS polar shell thickness, hydration number, and aggregation number, whereas the micellar features are not altered upon incorporation of the uncharged drug. The combined results suggest that the electrostatic interaction between charged TTC and SLS, and the intercalation of the drug in the micellar polar region induce a change in molecular packing with a decrease in the mean cross-sectional area, not observed when the neutral drug sinks more deeply into the micellar hydrophobic domain. In the case of HPS micelles, the EPR spectral changes were small for the charged anesthetic and the SAXS data did not evidence any change in micellar structure, suggesting that this species protrudes more into the aqueous phase due to the lack of electrostatic attractive forces in this system.